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as the festival of colors gets started, we are organizing a very special workshop to help you capture your festival in its color! color capture is a 1-day free workshop scheduled for 19-22 august. the workshop is organized by the avida foundation. learn to take memorable color photos with the knowledge of avida
foundation's associate photographers at the workshop! sri lankan academy of engineering (slae) is organizing the first sri lankan national-level symposium (sri lanka s&s&c, 2013), in connection with the 16th ieee/iacm international symposium on social informatics (is&s), to be held at university of kelaniya, sri
lanka, on 7 to 9 december 2013. security is one of the most important challenges in today's world. to make the world a safer place we need secure applications. the 8th international conference on security, internet and communications (securicom 2013) is a major international security conference that attracts
more than 800 researchers from all over the world. we are starting a project to collect non-business related images of rivers, lakes, sea fronts and other natural enviroments in sri lanka. the project is in collaboration with the department of conservations of the environment of sri lanka. • atcc is a not-for-profit

institution committed to serving the global community of life scientists. accessibility of our methods and reagents contributes to the success and value of biological research. “the country has a strong understanding of money laundering challenges,” said iain campbell, director of global regulatory strategy, atcc.
“sri lankas robust rules for aml/ft and a record of heavy sentences are a positive. we look forward to working with the government as it continues its efforts to uphold these standards to the highest possible levels.
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the environment ministry of kenya has developed a plan to promote the use of drip irrigation during the country's dry season. according to the national irrigation board, it would
cost an average of ksh1,944.70 per 10ha for the whole country, which makes the overall total cost of the project the same as currently being applied to provide water. if the

project is implemented, this would put into operation around 34,500 ha of land and supply water to 280,000 people, saving about 1,640,000 buckets of water per day, which is
equivalent to 525,000 hours of labour. the cost of manual labour for irrigation is estimated at ksh1,466 per bucket (ksh768.08 per hour) and the cost of electricity would be

ksh585 (ksh335.15 per hour). the national irrigation board (nib) says the project could save half a billion kenyan shillings in electricity and labour costs. it was started in mid-2017
and is expected to run until the end of 2018. bsr 2013 sri lanka pdf download the ministry of agriculture, land and fisheries has also set up a pilot, located in natunggu, barangay

sanga, hambanua, the district of malaybalay city in the province of bukidnon, philippines, to test the feasibility of planting yam and vegetables that can be mechanically
harvested in fall. the ministry launched the project in march 2008 with the intention of producing vegetables for the three-day state fair at the end of each month. democratic

liberal party in local government elections, may 2016 the estimated financial impact of delayed electricity to the western cape is r30m. the projects cost is not yet known but has
been estimated at r100m and will result in the generation of 736 mw of electricity, mainly from the two dams on the breede river that will create more than 6.2 billion litres of

water a day. the project also includes electrifying the currently non-electrified lines of the two electricity companies in the western cape, ambit and eskom. statistics south africa
(statssa) minister malusi gigaba said the project is of strategic importance for south africa's development and “speaks of the resolve of this government to deal with the power

deficit faced by the western cape".. meanwhile, statssa statistics revealed a total of 35 members of the three parties participated in the elections held in the western cape. in the
province’s total 7.9 million registered voters, 1,947,723 participated in the election, which was made up of 356,793 males (19.1%) and 1,591,732 females (80.9%). the combined

share of the three parties was a decline of 4.8 percentage points compared to the 2013 local government election. the da, which stood in kalkrand west, gained by only three
percentage points, with a total of 5009 votes, a loss of 5.5 percentage points. sacp was the big winner, with a gain of almost three percentage points, from the 1320 votes won in

2013.statistics south africa: all the news you need to know 5ec8ef588b
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